Adaptrin, the All Natural Herbal Supplement Released Information Today Providing a Scientifically Proven Anti-Aging Approach to Optimal Body Functionality Defying Stress

Adaptrin, the all natural herbal supplement developed on the foundations of Tibetan medicine, has shown unique and broad range anti-oxidant properties that help address inflammation and stress the body faces with aging and today’s modern life-style. In simple terms it restores and heals cellular function.

Staten Island, New York (PRWEB) August 13, 2013 -- Adaptrin, the all natural herbal supplement released information today providing a unique and scientifically proven anti-aging approach to optimal body functionality, in-turn defying stress. The supplement developed on the foundations of Tibetan medicine, has shown unique, broad range anti-oxidant properties that help address inflammation and stress the body faces with aging and today’s modern life-style. Importantly the supplement’s bio-protectant properties help provide cells with the tools to cope with popular-culture supplements and over-supplementation. In simple terms it restores and heals cellular function.

With recent news about a connection between increased risk of prostate cancer in men and the over-use of fish oil supplements, which may work as pro-oxidants, Adaptrin’s bio-protectant action neutralizes the stress on an organism due to excess supplement usage. In a way, Adaptrin works as a smart compound protecting our body from harm due to an excessive nutrient supply.

"Evolving awareness of nutrition in maintaining health and longevity has led us to the use of dietary supplements,” said Dr. Vladimir Badmaev, whose family developed the formulation for Adaptrin. “However, continuous intake for several months or years of the compilation of high doses of vitamins, synthetic and natural antioxidants, essential trace elements, energizers, essential fatty acids and high potency protein formulas will deplete the body’s ability to accommodate and utilize the supplemented nutrients. Even the best meant and researched nutrition may not help our body to stay healthy. In fact, nutrient over-supplementation may accelerate aging and the disease process by depleting the body of its own natural defense mechanisms and the ability to heal naturally.”

“As a result, we need a complementary strategy which takes into account the need to enhance body’s ability to accommodate those supplements,” Dr. Badmaev said. “Adaptrin, a multi-component all natural herbal and mineral formula derived from an indigenous tradition of Tibetan medicine, offers such a strategy by improving overall wellness and assists the body’s cells by providing tools to cope with excess of nutrients due to over-supplementation and facilitates cells’ own healing.”

The Bioprotectant action of Adaptrin is derived from Indo-Tibetan concept of Rasayanas or vitalizers. The combination of herbs and minerals that promote energy circulation improves the blood vessel function, elasticity and ultimately blood delivery to the tissues. In a study of cognitive and mood functions in patients with a median age of 59, nearly all who used Adaptrin during a six-month period said they had improvements in memory, mental clarity and orientation, energy and alertness, sleep, mental attitude and well-being. Adaptrin’s influence adjusts and normalizes body function in response to daily challenges and prevents age-related decline by promoting healing process (Badmaev, V. Tibetan Medicine: An Effective Botanical Supplement for Peripheral Vascular Circulation J Cardiovasc Dis Diagn 2013, 1:3 ---
Adaptrin has proven safety and efficacy in clinical studies and has a long history of use in various ethnic, cultural and age groups.


ABOUT ADAPTRIN
Adaptrin is a unique proprietary botanical product formulated on the principles of Tibetan medicine and designed to regulate, normalize, and support the healthy cardiovascular and immune systems in men and women, providing a platform for healthy living and optimal aging.*

Adaptrin helps people to feel better and have all around increased qualities of life. Consumers will not find Adaptrin® in any vitamin store, retail health food location, or any typical place to buy vitamins. Adaptrin® can only be found on http://www.adaptrin.com.

• These statements have not been evaluated by the U.S. FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.